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Introduction 
At Twerton Infant School and Nursery, we believe that all children should achieve to their full 

potential: academically, creatively, socially, physically and personally. Mathematics is both a key skill 

within school and a life skill to be utilised throughout every person’s day-to-day experiences. 

Mathematics is a whole network of concepts and relationships, which provide a way of viewing and 

making sense of the world. It is used to analyse and communicate information and ideas and to 

tackle a range of practical tasks and real life problems. Mathematics is therefore a tool for everyday 

life that can and should be available for everyone.  

When planning our Mathematics teaching at Twerton Infant School and Nursery, we use the  

National Curriculum Programme of study (2014), the Revised EYFS Statutory framework (2021) 

educational programme ( together with non-statutory guidance ‘ Development Matters’ and ‘Birth 

to 5 ‘) along with White Rose Maths Schemes of work from Reception to Year 2.  

The National Curriculum sets out year-by-year programmes of study for Key Stage 1. This ensures 

continuity and progression in the teaching of mathematics. The aims of the 2014 National 

Curriculum are for our pupils to: 

 become fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics through varied and frequent practice 
with complexity increasing over time so that pupils develop conceptual understanding and 
ability to recall and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately.  

 reason mathematically; by following a line of enquiry, conjecture relationships and 
generalisations.  

 develop an argument, justification and proof by using mathematical language. 

 problem solve by applying knowledge to a variety of routine and non-routine problems. 
Breaking down problems into simpler steps and persevering in answering. 
 

The Revised EYFS statutory framework (2021) aims to provide children with mathematical 

opportunities with a fundamental shift towards the understanding of number and numerical 

understanding.  

The  EYFS (2021) educational programme states that: 

 children should be able to count confidently, develop a deep understanding of the numbers 

to 10, the relationships between them and the patterns within those numbers. 
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 by providing frequent and varied opportunities to build and apply this understanding - such 
as using manipulatives, including small pebbles and tens frames for organising counting - 
children will develop a secure base of knowledge and vocabulary from which mastery of 
mathematics is built. 

 in addition, it is important that the curriculum includes rich opportunities for children to de-
velop their spatial reasoning skills across all areas of mathematics including shape, space and 
measures. 

 it is important that children develop positive attitudes and interests in mathematics, look for 
patterns and relationships, spot connections, ‘have a go’, talk to adults and peers about 
what they notice and not be afraid to make mistakes. 

 

At Twerton Infant School and Nursery, we follow the aims and planning of the White Rose Maths 

Scheme from Reception through Year 2. For our very young children (pre Reception), we have 

designed and developed our school specific Mathematics Progression framework (Appendix A). This 

has been guided by both “Development Matters” and “Birth to 5” frameworks together with an in-

depth understanding of the needs of the children within our local community. 

Intent 
At Twerton Infant School and Nursery, the intention of out Mathematics curriculum is that all 

children enjoy and feel enthused about mathematics, which will foster future awareness and 

fascination from Nursery through to Year 2. The children will view themselves as confident, able 

mathematicians with fluency in knowledge, concepts and skills. Through developing a child’s ability 

to calculate, reason and problem solve, mathematics teaches us to make sense of the world around 

us. Therefore, we aim to ensure that our pupils develop the ability to use and apply mathematics 

across the curriculum in real life scenarios as well as developing the skill of mentally checking 

calculations for accuracy and reasonableness. 

By the time they leave Twerton Infant School and Nursery, children will have developed the ability to 

solve problems by applying their skills to a variety of routine and non-routine problems and to 

reason by thinking logically and working systematically and accurately. Our pupils learn to reason 

mathematically and explain relationships using specific, related mathematical language. We believe 

that every child is a mathematician and this is mirrored in our consistent and engaging whole school 

approach.  

Mathematics is taught in such a way to make learning accessible to children of all abilities. Those 

children with additional needs are provided with learning opportunities that are matched to their 
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learning targets and often receive some additional adult support. Their learning in maths takes into 

account the targets set for individual children with learning plans.  

Implementation 
Our Curriculum incorporates the coverage of the statutory outcomes outlined in the Early Years 

Foundation Stage (2021) and the KS1 Mathematics Programme of study – National Curriculum 2014. 

Planning is based on the White Rose Maths schemes of learning to guarantee consistency, 

coherence and progression through EYFS and KS1. Teachers implement our schools’ agreed 

Calculation Policy of Concrete, Pictorial and Abstract (CPA). 

To learn mathematics effectively some things have to be learned before others and this order of 

small steps learning is factored into our planning. At Twerton Infant School and Nursery, we have an 

emphasis on number skills first, carefully ordered through the curriculum. We support our children 

to become Visualisers, Describers and Experimenters. Our pupils engage and enjoy using concrete 

resources to experiment and complete practical activities. This helps children understand 

mathematics and make connections between different representations. We encourage children to 

become Describers as we place great emphasis on mathematical language and questioning and 

encourage pupils to discuss the mathematics that they are doing. Sentence stems are regularly used 

during whole class discussions to support our younger children to learn mathematical language and 

develop their ability to reason. 

Impact 
We aim to equip children with the necessary mathematical fluency, vocabulary and confidence to 

make links to previously learnt mathematical concepts and progress to the next stages of their 

learning. Throughout each lesson, children will be encouraged to reason and justify their approaches 

ensuring they have a deeper understanding of the curriculum objective. Finally, children will revisit 

previously learnt concepts through over learning and be able to demonstrate retention skills through 

end of term and end of year assessments. 

Mathematical vocabulary 
Throughout the School, we follow the White Rose Maths scheme of work, this supports continuity of 

approaches and language across the school. Children will hear mathematical vocabulary in a range of 

contexts and as children progress through school, they are expected to use a range of mathematical 

vocabulary confidently. The vocabulary is modelled and promoted in lessons. A vocabulary 

progression document has been designed to assist in the teaching of vocabulary across EYFS and KS1 
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and is aligned to the White Rose Maths schemes of learning. This document identifies in which year 

group vocabulary should be introduced and explicitly taught. However, language should be revisited 

in subsequent year groups to ensure children are consolidating their understanding. This document 

is fully editable so language can be moved into earlier or later year groups where necessary. Some 

vocabulary might be introduced earlier (shapes for instance) if necessary or as part of an activity, 

however this document ensures coverage is progressive. 

Teachers should highlight on their weekly planning the vocabulary that is being taught that week 

and all staff should utilise opportunities to reinforce the vocabulary in different contexts  

Calculation Policy 
Teaching follows a Concrete, Pictorial and Abstract  (CPA) structure. All children use resources when 

they are acquiring newly taught skills. Resources are available throughout the lessons. 

Concrete: is a hand on approach, doing rather than watching. Children can use lots of resources to 
help them build on understanding of the mathematical concepts that are taking place. 

Pictorial: pictorial is the ‘seeing’ stage. Here, visual representations of concrete objects are used to 
model problems. This stage encourages children to make a mental connection between the physical 
objects they just handled and the abstract pictures, diagrams or models that represent the objects 
forming the problem.  

Abstract: abstract thinking is the ability to consider concepts beyond what we observe physically. 
Recognising patterns, analysing ideas, solving problems and creating things all involve abstract 
thinking. 

Number formation 

Correct formation of numbers is one of the statutory handwriting requirements of the English 

curriculum; to “form digits 0-9”. As such, this should be taught and practised outside of the maths 

lesson i.e. during Handwriting and Morning Challenge time. Incorrect formation and reversals should 

be highlighted in green in maths books and children should practise correct formation regularly. 

In EYFS, correct number formation should be insisted upon as soon as numbers are being recorded. 

A range of handwriting activities should encompass correct number formation in both the indoor 

and outdoor environments. The following number formation rhymes are used in EYFS and Y1 to 

encourage correct formation without reversals. 

http://www.communication4all.co.uk/Numeracy/Number%20Formation%20Rhyme%20Cards.pdf 

http://www.communication4all.co.uk/Numeracy/Number%20Formation%20Rhyme%20Cards.pdf
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Planning and Assessing Maths 

Reception through to Year 2 follow the White Rose Maths scheme of work. Termly overviews are 

provided within this scheme together with small steps for Key Stage 1. 

Weekly planning  provides detail on the daily teaching of maths. The NC of EYFS link objective should 

be highlighted and relevant vocabulary and sentence stems listed.  Adaptations to learning 

objectives for children with specific learning targets should be included on the weekly plans. 

Teachers within KS1 should make use of the ‘flashback’ facility within WRM to ensure key concepts 

on which children need to build going forward are embedded and fluent (over learning). 

Weekly planning should be uploaded to o365 before the start of each new week. 

Marking 

Marking and feedback is given within the session (live marking). This makes sure that 

misconceptions are addressed straight away and that teachers are responsive on a daily basis; 

ensuring the best progress possible. 
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In Year 1, 2 pieces of recorded work are marked each week and in Year2, 3 pieces. All work should 

be included within children’s maths books whether independent or adult supported.  At least one 

piece of marked work should relate to problem solving and reasoning skills. Where 

worksheets/consolidation sheets are used these should correspond with the small steps being 

taught and be taken from WRM to ensure consistency across the school. 

 

Within the EYFS floor books capturing the maths, whether adult directed or child initiated should 

contain photographic collages (2 per week) and post it notes based on observations or child’s voice. 

  

Summative assessment 

Pupils are assessed at three points in the year.  Past Key Stage 1 test papers and White Rose 

assessments are used to support teachers to recognise gaps in learning.  Progress is discussed in 

Pupil Progress meetings each half term.  Children who are not making progress are discussed with 

the SENCo and interventions are put in place. 
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Appendix A 

Mathematics - Observation checkpoints 

Identify new vocab on weekly planning and opportunities for new vocab in different contexts.  

Robins 
2-3yrs 
 
GREEN- 
Twerton 
Curriculum 
points 
 
BLACK – Birth 
to 
5/Development 
Matters 
 
 
BLUE – notes 
and good 
peadgogy 
 
RED – Ref to 
INCLUSION 
LEAD 
 
PURPLE – 
Thrive link 

PRE Robins: around 18 months :  

 Develop counting like behaviours eg making sounds when pointing 
/become increasingly aware of number names/say some numbers in 
sequence 

 Count in everyday contexts eg stairs/skipping 

 Explore the space around them- squeeze/climb into different types of 
space  (begin to experience spatial words eg in, out, up, down) link with 
PD 

 Match shape with spaces in inset puzzles  

 Take part in finger rhymes with numbers/Beginning to develop 
understanding of/experience pattern eg through 
songs/rhymes/patterns in the environment. 

 Beginning to show an interest in size and use the language of size 

 Responds to mathematical vocab eg lots/more eg compare amounts  

 Saying lots/more/same 

Robins 

 Say some counting words and engage in counting like behaviour 

 Develop spatial awareness – investigate moving through spaces 

 Match shape to holes (inset) 

 Use blocks to create structures and arrangements/combine objects – 

stacking, hiding, lining up etc 

 Become familiar with patterns eg in daily routines, in songs and rhymes 

– use words like ‘repeat’ , ‘same’ over and over . 

 Notice patterns and begin to make up own patterns eg lining up toys 

 Compare sizes, weights etc using gesture and language- 

bigger/little/smaller, high/low, tall, heavy 

 Explores capacity – filling/emptying containers 

 Begin to develop an understanding of routines (later sequencing) – why 

some things happen now and some things happen later. Consistent use 

of visual timetable 

 Integrate opportuites for mathematics throughout the day: 
stories, puzzles, songs, rhymes, puppet play, games  

 Utilise all opportunities for singing number songs and rhymes 
(with repeated refrains and actions) 

 Highlight maths vocab on fortnightly planning 

 Provide opportunities for mathematical language within different 
contexts. Make use of daily routines 
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 Model spatial language and provide commentary during childrens 
play 

 Model thinking… 

 Narrate children’s strategies and approaches- I can see that… 

 Seize chances to reinforce mathematical vocab 

 Use everyday routines to reinforce counting/maths vocab 

 Expose children to mathematical language throughout the day 

 Maths within other curriculum areas 
USE 2 YEAR OLD CHECK TO CROSS CHECK GAPS 
Plus check: Check working memory 
Ability to self-regulate (prime) 
Metacognition skills 
Ability to grasp mathematical language (link with S&L) 
 
By the end of Robins: 

 Join in with mathematical rhymes and songs sometimes matching 
finger to number 

 Understand and use some spatial mathematical vocabulary 
bigger/taller/smaller/most/more/same 

 Display some counting like behaviours – pointing  

 Enjoy inset puzzles 

 Display spatial awareness 

 Join in/experiment with block play 

 Notice patterns and begin to arrange things in pattern 
 

Owls  Subitize up to 3 then 5 objects 

 Recite numbers past 5 

 1-1 correspondence to 5 

 Understand cardinality – the last number reached is the total 

 Experiment with their own symbols and marks as well as numerals 

 Solve real problems with number up to 5 

 Use mathematical vocab to compare quantities: more than, fewer than. 

 Talk about and explore 2D shapes using informal and mathematical 

language 

 Understand positional language and describe routes and locations 

using ‘in front of’, ‘behind’ 

 Describe a familiar route 

 Make comparisons between objects relating to size, length, weight and 

capacity 

 Selects shape for specific tasks and combine shape to make new shapes 

 Identify and talk about patterns 

 Make simple repeating ABAB repeating patterns 
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 Begin to describe a sequence of events Consistent use of visual 

timetable. Use words such as ‘first’, ‘then…’ 

By the end of Owls –  

 in depth understanding of numbers to 5 

 Makes comparisons of 2 groups of up to 5 objects and able to say 
when groups have the same number of objects 

 1-1 correspandance to 5 (Stable order principle) 

 Beginning to recognise numerals 

 Subitise up to 3  then 5  -SEE IT, SAY IT 

 When counting (to 5) recognise that the last number is the total 
(Cardinal principle) 

 Begin to use understanding of number to solve practical problems 
in play and meaningful activities (e.g. sharing) 

 Responds and uses positional language 

 Choose particular shapes for specific purposes 

 Is able to complete a simple ABAB repeating pattern 

 In meaningful contexts find: longer/shorter, heavier/lighter, 
more/less full of two items. 

 Is able to recall a sequence of events in everyday life 
 

Reception 
Follow 
White Rose 
Maths 

 Count objects, actions and sounds – Stable counting principle 

 Say how many there are after counting – Cardinal principle 

 Count out a smaller number from a larger group 

 Subitise 

 Link numeral to quantity (using dot arrangements or 10 frames) 

 Begin to record quantities – tallies/dots/numerals 

 Verbally count beyond 10 (expose children to 2 digit numbers so they 

can start to spot the patterns within them) 

 Compare numbers – use same amount of different sized objects 

highlighting the number not the size or space the objects take up 

 Use mathematical vocabulary related to comparisons: 

 More than, less than, fewer, the same as, equal to 

 Explore the composition of  numbers to 10 – 

  partitioning with a wide range of objects 

 Subitise larger numbers by subitising smaller groups 

within a number 

 In practical activities add on one and subtracts one 

with numbers to 10 

 Begins to explore and work out mathematical 

problems 

 Automatically recall number bonds to 0-5 and some 

to 10 
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 Use spatial language – incl.  following and giving directions 

 Select, rotate and manipulate shapes in order to develop spatial 

reasoning skills 

 Use informal and mathematical language to describe shape 

 Compose and decompose shape so that children recognise a shape can 

have other shapes within it just as numbers can. 

 Spot patterns in the environment 

 Continue, copy and create repeating patterns 

 Compare length, weight and capacity 

 Become familiar with measuring tools in everyday experiences and play 

 Order and sequence familiar events 

 Begin to measure time with timers and calendars. 

 

Sing counting songs and number rhymes, and read stories that involve counting 

Consistent use of 5 and 10 frames 

DO, DRAW, WRITE 

 

Identify children who have less prior experience of counting and provide 

additional opportunities for counting practice 

ELG – Number 

 Have a deep understanding of number to 10, including the 
composition of each number 

 Subitise (recognise quantities without counting)up to 5 

 Automatically recall (without reference to rhymes, counting or 
other aids) number bonds to 5 (including subtraction facts) and 
some number bonds to 10, including doubling facts. 

ELG – Numerical Patterns 

 Verbally count beyond 20, recognising the pattern of the counting 
system: 

 Compare quantities up to 10 in different contexts , recognising  
when one quantity is greater than, less than or the same as 
another quantity: 

 Explore and represent patterns within numbers up to 10, including 
evens and odds, double facts and how quantities can be 
distributed evenly. 
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Appendix B 

Twerton Infant School and Nursery – Mathematics Vocabulary Progression 

Framework 

Number and Place Value 

EYFS Year 1 Year 2 
count sort count in steps 

subitise represent count in multiples 

order/ordinal multiples place value 

compare partitioning estimate 

forwards ones compare 

backwards tens  

numerals   

digit   

one more   

one less   

equal to   

more than   

less than (fewer)   

Addition and Subtraction 
add addition/add sum 

plus subtraction 3-digit number 

altogether difference commutative 

total equals  

take away/minus facts  

number bonds problems  

part missing  number problems  

whole 2-digit number  

digit inverse   

Multiplication and Division 
double multiplication multiplication tables 

half division commutative 

twice as many arrays repeated addition 

equal   
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unequal   

share   

group   

odd   

even   

 

 

  

Fractions, decimals, percentages 
 whole three quarters 

 half third 

 quarter equivalent fractions 

 equal parts unit fractions 

  non unit fractions 

  numerator 

  denominator 

  one whole 

Measurement (measure and length) 
measure compare standard units 

wide (er)  estimate 

narrow (er)  order 

compare  record results 

long (er/est)  centimetres (cm) 

short (er/est)  metres(m) 

length   

Measurement (height, weight, capacity) 

height mass kilogram (kg) 

long (er), short (er) volume gram (g) 

tall (er), short (er)  quarter full 

weight  three quarters full 

capacity  litres (l) 

heavy/light  millilitres (ml) 

heavier than  temperature 

lighter than  celsius 

big/bigger/biggest   
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full/empty   

more than   

less than   

half/half full   

   

Measurement (time) 

time chronological order intervals of time 

quicker days of the week quarter past/to 

slower months of the year duration 

earlier month  

later year  

before o’clock  

after half-past  

first second  

next   

today   

yesterday   

tomorrow   

morning   

afternoon   

evening   

day   

week   

hour   

minutes   

Measurement (money) 

 money value 

 coins change 

 notes  

 pounds £  

 pence p  

Geometry – Properties of Shape 

2 d shapes sides pentagon 
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rectangle corners hexagon 

square properties line of symmetry 

circle pyramids properties 

triangle faces cylinder 

characteristics  edges 

3 d shapes  vertices 

cubes  vertex 

cuboids   

cone   

spheres   

curved   

straight   

flat   

   

Geometry – position and direction 

over position clockwise/anti clockwise 

under direction  straight line 

between movement rotation 

around whole turn arrange 

through quarter turn sequences 

on half turn  

into three-quarter turn  

next to   

behind   

beneath   

order   

repeat   

patterns   

on top of   

Statistics 

  pictogram 

  tally chart 

  block diagram 
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  category 

  sorting 

  totalling 

  comparing 

  horizontal 

  vertical 
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